"Nobody puts __ in a corner," is from Dirty Dancing
How to whistle: "You just put your lips together and... __"
He thought winning a ticket and meeting Rose was the best thing
"Our love is like the __... I can't see it, but I can feel it"
"I choose a mortal life" is said by __ in The Lord of the Rings trilogy
From Beautiful Girls: "A Beautiful Girl can make you __"
In __ Sam would say "Ditto" instead of I love you
Renee Zellweger to Tom Cruise "You had me at __"
Han Solo's response to Princess Leia's declaration of love
"You're my girl," Forrest told __ in Forrest Gump
Sleepless in Seattle: "It was like coming home...", "It's was like __."
In Casablanca, Rick said: "We'll always have __."
"Love means never having to say you're __." - Love Story
Rhett to Scarlett: "You should be __, and often"
"I gotta go see about a girl" is from Good Will __
Sebastian sings "Kiss the Girl" in The Little __
Jerry Maguire's most famous line "You... __me."
"The __ thing you'll ever learn is just to love and be loved in return"
"I'm just a girl, __ in front of a boy, asking him to love her"
Charles asks Carrie not to marry him in Four __ and a Funeral
Woody Allen invented the words "luuurve," "loave," and "luff" in __ __
"You make me want to be a __ __" is from As Good As It Gets
"Isn't it about time someone saved your life?" is from __ 2
"I would rather have 30 minutes of __ than a lifetime of nothing special"
"I came across time for you Sarah." is from The __
She is waiting for Peter Pan in that place "between asleep and awake"
In __ __, Lloyd wanted to be with Diane because he was "good at it."
Nic Cage in __ __: "I would rather have had one breath of her hair.."